
As your grants program grows, there’s greater need to maximize your portfolio value while limiting overhead costs. Noblis 
has managed over $1.3B in grants working with the federal government on grants program management and we have 
designed a solution that addresses these specialized requirements. Noblis’ nVision will simplify your process and magnify 
your impact with workflow process automation.

Whether you’re on a publicly available or classified environment, nVision will meet your needs with its built-in features, that 
can be tailored to fit your as-is processes. Eliminate time-consuming distributed spreadsheets and emails and consolidate 
your entire process in one place. nVision is a comprehensive solution to collect, evaluate, and award grants applications.

Streamline workflows and transform the way you manage grant applications 
with our secure cloud-based management system.
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About NOBLIS
Noblis is a dynamic science, technology, and strategy organization dedicated to creating forward-thinking technical 
and advisory solutions in the public interest. We bring the best of scientific thought, management, and engineering 
expertise together in an environment of independence and objectivity to deliver enduring impact on federal missions. 
Noblis works with a wide range of government clients in the defense, intelligence, homeland security and federal 
civil sectors. Together with our wholly owned subsidiary, Noblis ESI, we tackle the nation’s toughest problems and 
support our clients’ most critical missions.

Learn what nVision can do for you.

Accelerate the Lifecycle
Automate the process from collection to reporting 
with custom templates, alerts and notifications that 
drive new levels of efficiency and free up managers 
to focus on more strategic tasks.

Bring the right tools together by breaking out 
disparate spreadsheets and emails and bringing the 
right data, workflow and collaboration together in 
one place.

Built for Federal
Secure cloud-based environment on the 
FedRAMP compliant Nobils AWS GovCloud 
platform. Also adaptable to all federal clients, 
whether on prem, in the cloud, or in classified 
environments.

Permission controlled with claims-based 
permissions that meet specific project level needs 
while abiding by agency or department level security 
requirements.

Empower Better Decisions
Power smarter selection by delivering powerful 
evaluation analytics to help reviewers quickly 
prioritize applications and choose the best projects 
to pursue.

Transform reporting by activating measurement 
analytics and visualization to simplify reporting 
and maximize transparency in advance of strategic 
meetings, milestones and deadlines.

Improve the Experience
Simplify with modern UX by equipping grants 
managers, reviewers and applicants with intuitive 
user interface backed by human-centered, 
responsive design that maximizes productivity from 
any device.

Application wizards for the submission 
and evaluation stages that use an organized, 
customizable workflow-based engine to gather 
information and enable collaboration.
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Contact us today at nvision@noblis.org to 
schedule a demo.

https://www.facebook.com/Noblis-353679275933/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/noblis/
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